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Abstract Recently, blockchain technology has garnered a great deal of support; however,

an attenuating factor to its global adoption in certain use cases is privacy-

preservation (owing to its inherent transparency). A widely explored cryp-

tographic option to address this challenge has been a ring signature that,

aside from its privacy guarantee, must be double-spending resistant. In this

paper, we identify and prove a catastrophic flaw for double-spending attacks

in a lightweight ring signature scheme and proceed to construct a new forti-

fied commitment scheme that uses a signer’s entire private key. Subsequently,

we compute a stronger key image to yield a double-spending-resistant signa-

ture scheme that is solidly backed by formal proof. Inherent in our solution

is a novel, zero-knowledge-based, secure, and cost-effective smart contract for

public key aggregation. We test our solution on a private blockchain as well as

a Kovan testnet along with a performance analysis that attests to its efficiency

and usability – and, we make the code publicly available on GitHub.
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1. Introduction

Blockchain technology [33, 47] is gradually permeating virtually all spheres of life

[1, 2, 41]; this can partly be attributed to the massive ongoing research in diverse

areas (as is evident in [22]). It is, however, an indisputable fact that blockchains

have inherent challenges such as privacy leaks, scalability, selfish mining, personal

identifiable information, and security [17,52].

Privacy-preservation in blockchain technology is one of the main challenges that

has received a considerable level of attention and, consequently, in-depth research

by both academia and interested industry experts. This stems from the inherent

transparency in blockchains that allows all participants (including adversaries) to

access (view) data that is stored on-chain and perform statistical or transaction graph

analyses based on which inferences can be established. In Figure 1, we pictorially

demonstrate this problem.

Figure 1. Privacy problem in blockchain

Although blockchain by default provides a level of pseudonymity, it is even possi-

ble to pinpoint the real identities of blockchain-based transaction entities by combin-

ing on-chain data with off-chain data (as pointed out in numerous works; e.g., [13,32]).

In Figure 2, we depict how such deanonymization is possible when a web payment is

made via cryptocurrency (as is advanced in [14]). We refer the curious reader to [14]

for elucidation on this privacy-breach mechanism, where cookies and trackers play

pivotal roles.

It is worth pointing out that privacy-preservation is key to the global adoption

of blockchain technology – especially by organizations or businesses, as the disclosure

of sensitive information as part of a privacy-breach could have devastating conse-

quences for individuals and corporate organizations (along with possible legal ramifi-
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cations). Toward this end, privacy-preserving strategies are actively being researched

in academia and industry alike.

Figure 2. Privacy-breach by combining on-chain and off-chain data

Numerous solutions [8, 18, 21, 30, 46] that encompass such areas as the use of

ring signatures, smart contract mixing services, commitments schemes, and zero-

knowledge proofs, among others, have been put forward. More recently, differential

privacy [19] has been proposed; however, they all have diverse limitations. We refer

the reader to a recent survey that elucidates on the aforementioned techniques [42]. It

is, however, worth noting that, in practice, only ring signatures have been applied to

blockchain technology to preserve privacy [44] by obfuscating the transaction graph.

Simply, a ring signature hides the actual signer of a transaction among a group of

non-signers, making it is infeasible to infer the actual signer from the output of the

signature (thereby guaranteeing signer or transaction-sender anonymity). What is,

however, evident is the fact that the construction of a ring signature must prevent

the occurrence of double spending.

Double spending is a situation in which a user is able to use the same coin

(money) more than once for payments. This is a problem that is quite unique to

cryptocurrencies, as digital information is easily reproducible. The catastrophic effects

of double spending in the cryptocurrency domain include valueless coins and the

overall mistrust or erosion of confidence in the underlying blockchain infrastructure.

2. Existing solutions

In the context of blockchains, privacy entails performing transactions such that no

trace or digital footprint can be left that can be tied to an individual’s or organization’s

identity. Diverse mechanisms toward the realization of this requirement have been

advanced; we concisely present them in this section.

In [30], the authors described Mobius as a “trustless tumbling for transaction

privacy” that is achieved through the use of a linkable ring signature and stealth

address. This is described as an Ethereum-based tumbler or what has come to be
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known in the blockchain context as a mixing service that often introduces a single

point of failure along with other inherent complications [31]. It is, however, refreshing

that this laudable idea (embodied in Mobius) is handled by a smart contract; hence,

it is autonomous and decentralized. It results in “strong notions of anonymity” (as is

described by the authors). Two downsides that are associated with Mobius that are

worth pointing out are that, in the first place, the use of Franklin-Zhang’s linkable

ring signature results in larger signature sizes and retards agile signature verification;

hence, it may not be ideal for resource-constrained devices. Second, as admitted by

the authors, it is incompatible with the current Ethereum virtual machine (EVM),

although a workaround is provided that ultimately results in incentivizing a trustless

third party (clearly a disincentive to the transaction recipient by way of giving away

a fraction of a transferred ether as an incentive package).

The use of commitment schemes, zero-knowledge proofs, and dual-key stealth

addresses to resolve the problem of privacy in terms of creating confidential trans-

actions has also been put forward [45]. This is truly a breakthrough in the context

of Ethereum, as it provides confidential transactions hitherto non-existent on the

platform (just as Monero [36] and ZCash [5] provide confidential transactions on

Bitcoin’s platform). However, as admitted by the author, the use of zero-knowledge

proofs results in a computational complexity cost-per-transaction (referred to in the

Ethereum context as ’gas’) of 840,000, which is arguably on the high side. Again,

the use of dual-key stealth address protocol limits the feasibility of usage in resource-

constrained devices due to the continuous blockchain scanning and the associated

computations (which can potentially drain the battery of a device in addition to its

time considerations).

Zether [8] also provided a smart contract-based approach along with account

balance encryption, allowing users to deposit, transfer, and withdraw funds through

zero-knowledge (ZK) proofs with
∑

-Bullets and ElGamal encryptions, thereby en-

suring transactional confidentiality (as in the case of [45]). As laudable as this idea is,

it also suffers certain drawbacks. In the first place, Zether is a confidential payment

platform; hence, it is limited to Zether- and Ether-based tokens. Again, the size of the

ZK-proof for a transfer increases linearly with the size of the anonymity set, resulting

in additional costs. Last but not least, Zether is barely feasible (as admitted by the

authors), as the cost of a single confidential-only transfer is just below Ethereum’s

entire block gas limit (the maximum global gas that is consumed per block) of 8 mil-

lion (attributed to Zether’s fairly computation-heavy operations). Even worrying is

the fact that, upon completion of the planned modifications that are earmarked in

Ethereum’s improvement proposals (EIP), the cost of a Zether transfer would be re-

duced to roughly 1.7 million gas (which is certainly on the high side). Notice that this

and the aforementioned techniques (as well as other privacy-preserving techniques)

all target cryptocurrencies.

Unlike fiat currencies that are issued by central authorities (banks) that keeps

track of the current state of the ownership of money (consequently solving the problem
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of double spending), cryptocurrencies counteract the problem without the need for

any third party or central authority by using the underlying blockchain’s consensus

mechanism and key or signature images during the construction of linkable ring signa-

tures [26,29,34,38,39]. However, it is worth pointing out that not all cryptocurrencies

are immune to the double-spending problem. In May 2018, Bitcoin Gold (a hard fork

of Bitcoin) suffered from the double-spending problem, allowing adversaries to double-

spend 388,000 BTG (worth approximately $18 million at that time) [9]. Ethereum

classic was also hit in 2019 from which 219,500 ETC (worth approximately $1.1 mil-

lion) was double spent.

It is therefore evident that flaws in cryptographic protocols and their implementa-

tions do occur [20] and are often identified via cryptanalysis. For instance, linkability

flaws have been identified in several ring signatures [16, 43]. Au et al. [3] advanced

the notion of revocability if linked, consequently deanonymizing a user who generates

linked signatures; however, this was later found to be insecure [15], resulting in an

improved construction [4]. The case of another ring signature that is based on the

discrete logarithm problem also exists [37]; this was later proven to be insecure [51].

2.1. Our contribution

The primary contributions of our paper are summarized as follows:

• We perform cryptanalyis on a lightweight ring signature (LwRS) scheme and

show that it is not double-spending resistant.

• We construct an improved scheme (dubbed modified lightweight ring signature –

mLwRS ) to guarantee double-spending protection by integrating a stronger key

image backed by security proofs.

• We practically demonstrate how to obtain public keys for constructing a ring sig-

nature via a smart contract and the proof-of-concept implementation of mLwRS

together with a performance analysis. The code has been made publicly available

on GitHub (along with the full implementation of the smart contract for public

key acquisition).

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section 3, we introduce the

building blocks that underpin this work, followed by our proposed solution that encap-

sulates the contributions of this work in Section 4; we then buttress it with a robust

security analysis in Section 5. We expatiate on the implementation and testing in Sec-

tion 6 and provide a thorough evaluation in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the work.

3. Building blocks

This section explains the underlying cryptographic components that were utilized in

the proposed solution.
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3.1. Key algorithms

Two cryptographic algorithms of interest to us were lightweight ring signature (LwRS)

and non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs (NIZKP).

3.1.1. Lightweight Ring Signature (LwRS)

During the course of the ring-signature generation and verification, the use of heavy

operations like the pairings and exponentiation that were utilized in [7, 36, 49, 50],

among others, resulted in a larger signature size and retarded the signature genera-

tion and verification speed.

However, the lightweight ring signature (LwRS ) [28] that shares the security proper-

ties with other ring signatures [12, 23–25, 48] comes bundled with an added merit of

suitability for resource-constrained devices in that both the signature generation and

verification are very fast and the signature size is drastically reduced. This stems from

the fact that computationally expensive operations like pairing is avoided. Instead,

multiplication and squaring are utilized.

However, LwRS has weak linkability and uniqueness properties owing to a flaw

in the construction of the key image, thereby posing a serious flaw in the algorithm.

As a result, it is not a counter-measure against the double-spending tendency in the

cryptocurrency domain. We prove this and subsequently provide a better construction

of the key image in Section 4.2 as an improvement of the LwRS scheme. The algorithm

for the LwRS scheme follows.

Generation of Key Pairs

Given i = 1, ..., n (where n denotes the number of ring members), each ith user selects

two safe primes (pi, qi) as the private key, where pi = 2p′i + 1 and qi = 2q′i + 1.

The public key (Ni) is computed as Ni = pi.qi. The public key list becomes L =

(N1, ..., Nn), a defined hash function Hi : 0, 1∗ → ZNi
for i = 1, ..., n and a hash

function for key images as H : 0, 1∗ → QR(Ni), where QR(Ni) = x ∈ ZNi
s.t. x = y2

for some y ∈ ZNi
.

Signature generation

Let L = (N1, ..., Nn) and (pg, qg) denote the public key list for n users and the private

key of signer g, respectively. A signature on transaction t by g yields (L, t, σ).
1. The key image I is computed by the gth signer Sg as H(pg||Ng||IDevent)

1
2modNg

using the factorization of Ng (public key) and the Chinese remainder theorem.

The IDevent (which can be a transaction number or reference/tag) is to allow for

multiple transactions that use the same key pair by the signer.

2. Sg randomly selects rg ∈ ZNg
and computes h = H1(L||t||IDevent), and cg+1 =

Hg+1(h||rg).
3. Randomly, Sg generates xi ∈ ZNi for all ring members where i = 1, ..., n and

i ̸= g.

4. Sg in turn computes ∀i : ci+1 = Hi+1(h||ciI + x2
i ) mod Ni sequentially as g +

1, g + 2, ..., 0, ..., g − 1.
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5. Sg allocates ag = rg − cgI mod Ng if rg − cgI mod Ng ∈ QR(Ng) else Sg selects

another xg−1 ∈ ZNg−1 and then computes a new cg from the previous step until

rg − cgI is a quadratic residue.

6. Sg evaluates the xg = a
1
2
g modNg courtesy knowledge of the factorization of Ng

via the Chinese remainder theorem. Notice that, when using the Tonelli-Shanks

algorithm, square roots can equally be solved.

7. Sg produces the signature on transaction t in event IDevent as follows:

σ = (I, c1, x1, ..., xn)

Signature verification

The transaction recipient has knowledge of (L,H); having received signature σ =

(I, c1, x1, ..., xn) on transaction t during event IDevent, he/she proceeds as follows:

1. computes h = H(L||t||IDevent);

2. restores ri = ciI + x2
i mod Ni for each i = 1, ..., n;

3. calculates ci+1 = Hi+1(h||ri) for each i = 1, ..., n− 1;

4. σ is accepted iff output of c1 = H1(h||rn) is true or 1 – thereafter, σ uniqueness

is verified by checking that I of signature has not been utilized in past signatures

in event IDevent; otherwise, it is rejected.

3.1.2. Non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs (NIZKP)

In non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs, Fiat-Shamir heuristics [11] are used to skip

back and forth between the interactions of the prover and verifier. Inspired by this

and the Schnorr family of signatures [40], we utilize a smart contract that efficiently

gets the public key of a user by reducing the heavy computations and eliminating

the possible impersonation of the user (since only the user has knowledge of the

private key).

In our proposed solution, we implement this via a smart contract (SC) that

accepts P,R, e, s as inputs as per the Schnorr signatures from the user and validates

sG
?
= R+ e.P , where P denotes the public key, R is computed from a random string,

e is a challenge that is computed via H(R), s is the prover’s response, and G is

the generator point. Note that P,R, e, S are public parameters; hence, they are not

secrets. Knowledge of these public parameters (even by adversaries) do not pose

any security risk due to the difficulty of the underlying discrete logarithm problem

(DLP ). This way, the SC acts as a verifier to validate the claim (knowledge of the

private key corresponding to P ) of the prover before executing the underlying code

in a deterministic manner, thereby guaranteeing trusted irrefutable computing that

leverages the inherent trait of the transparency of the blockchain technology. The

innards of this idea is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Smart contract-based non-interactive zero-knowledge proof

4. Proposed solution

We propose a modification of the transaction-signing process to implement a double-

spending-resistant lightweight ring signature (LwRS). Hereinafter, we refer to our

improved (hence, modified) version of LwRS as mLwRS.

4.1. Security model

Definition 4.1. A linkable ring signature is a quadruple of the KeyGen, Sign,

Verify, and Link algorithms.

1. KeyGen(1λ) → (sk, pk): a probabilistic key-generating algorithm in which,

upon the input of security parameter λ outputs sk and pk as the user’s secret

and public keys respectively.

2. Sign(1λ, 1n,L, sk,m)→ σ: a probabilistic signing algorithm in which, upon the

input of security parameter λ, the cardinality of the ring n, a list of n public

keys L, the signer’s secret key sk s.t., the corresponding public key pk ∈ L, and
the message m to be signed outputs the signature σ.

3. Verify(1λ, 1n,L,m, σ) → 1|0: a deterministic ring-verification algorithm in

which, upon the input of security parameter λ, the cardinality of ring n, a list of

n public keys L, and the message signature pair (m,σ) outputs either 1 denoting

accept for successful verification or 0 for reject.

4. Link(1λ, 1n,L,m1,m2, σ1, σ2)→ (1, 0): a Boolean algorithm in which, upon the

input of security parameter λ, the cardinality of ring n, list of public keys L,
messages m1,m2, and signatures σ1, σ2 s.t. Verify(1λ, 1n,L,m1, σ1) → 1 and

Verify(1λ, 1n,L,m2, σ2)→ 1, outputs 1 if linked ; otherwise, 0 if unlinked.

Ring signatures must adhere to the security guarantees of signer ambiguity and exis-

tential unforgeability (EUF).
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Definition 4.2 (signer ambiguity). Given L = pk1, ..., pkn along with the cor-

responding secret keys Lsk = {sk1, ..., skn}, signer ambiguity holds iff L∗,m∗ and

σ∗ ← Sign(L∗,m∗, skϖ), where skϖ ∈ Lsk, an unbounded adversary hereinafter de-

noted as A accepts L∗,m∗, and σ as inputs and outputs ϖ with Pr[Success] = 1
n .

Signer ambiguity therefore postulates the notion of signer anonymity.

Definition 4.3 (existential unforgeability). This security property is modeled as

a security game that is played between a challenger (hereinafter C) and A.
1. C runs KeyGen . Assume L = pk1, ..., pkn with corresponding secret keys Lsk =

{sk1, ..., skn}. L is made available to A.
2. A performs adaptive queries on the signing oracle qs times for valid signatures.

Upon the input of any message m and L′, where L′ ⊆ L with the corresponding

secret keys as L′
sk, C outputs σ ← Sign(L′,m, skϖ), where skϖ ∈ L′

sk and

1← Verify(L′,m, σ).

3. A guesses a tuple L∗,m∗, σ∗ and wins security game iff :

a) L∗ ⊆ L,
b) previous queries into the signing oracle were not inclusive of (L∗,m∗),

c) 1← Verify(L∗,m∗, σ∗).

Advantage computation: In the above security game, the advantage of A is com-

puted as

Adv(A) = Pr[Awins]

4.2. Modified LwRS with stronger key image (mLwRS)

The current state of the LwRS scheme [28] is not fully immune to the double-spending

tendency in the realm of cryptocurrency due to the partial commitment of the private

key in the computation of the key image. We show proof of this below:

Given event IDeventA, a user constructs a key image IA per [28] as

IA = H(pg||Ng||IDeventA)
1
2 mod Ng

Merely by swapping pg (the first part of the signer’s private key) in IA for qg (the

second part of the signer’s private key) during the same event IDeventA, a dishonest

user can craft another key image IB as

IB = H(qg||Ng||IDeventA)
1
2 mod Ng

Given IA ̸= IB , this facilitates the dishonest user to double-spend (changing the key

image, thus allowing the same private key to be used in signing twice on the same

event). We demonstrate this in Figure 4, where two different key images can be

computed. Note that, owing to the avalanche effect (small change in input results in

significant or massive change in digest) that is characteristic of cryptographic hash

functions, the change (better still, ‘swap’) in the private key component as part of

the input to the cryptographic hash function outputs a different digest.
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Figure 4. Dishonest user generates two different key images on same event

Consequently, the inherent computations will result in a different key image (IA in

Figure 4a as well as IB in Figure 4b), thereby arming the dishonest user to double

spend. In Figure 5, we clearly demonstrate the possibility of this vulnerability pro-

grammatically (the code has been made publicly available – see Section 6) by im-

plementing the original scheme in the event of the key swap by a malicious user as

a typical example.

Figure 5. Generation of two different key images on same event by key swapping

The above scenario is possible in that the entire private key pair is not committed

during the construction of key image I. We resole this grievous flaw in the original

algorithm by proposing mLwRS with a stronger key image as follows:

1. SetUp: setup two hash functions, H for key images as well as H1, where H1 :

0, 1∗ → ZNi for i = 1, ..., n, whereas H : 0, 1∗ → QR(Ni), where QR(Ni) = x ∈
ZNi s.t x = y2 for some y ∈ ZNi .
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2. KeyGen (λ)→ [(pi, qi), Ni]: for a ring of n members, signer Si(1 ≤ i ≥ n) runs

KeyGen to output two safe primes (pi, qi) and public key Ni as pi, qi. Si also

chooses an ad-hoc ring L = (N1, ..., Nn), where Ni ∈ L.
3. Si computes a commitment value k followed by a key image I as follows:

k = H1(pg + qg)mod Ni (1)

e← IDevent

I = H(k +Ni + e)
1
2 mod Ni (2)

4. Sign(params)→ σ: Si generates signature σ as σ = (I, c1, x1, ..., xn) by follow-

ing Steps 2 through to 6 of the original signature-generation scheme.

5. Verification of σ by a verifier V occurs as per the original scheme.

Aside from the safeguard against double spending, this proposed idea clearly

protects the privacy of the transaction initiator since the user is embedded within

a ring of possible signers. A signature from a ring signature is signer-ambiguous,

and the ring members enjoy unconditional anonymity or signer indistinguishability

(as reiterated in [7, 25, 30]) and all other ring-signature schemes. To give credence

to the fact that our proposed solution thwarts the ability of a malicious user to

generate more than one key image via key swapping, we programmatically show the

results of our experimentation in Figure 6 (see the link to the GitHub repository in

Section 6). We believe this should be sufficient proof of the elimination of the identified

vulnerability. Notice that, for the same private key and event tag, the signer can

only generate exactly one key image since the same commitment value is computed,

thereby forestalling any double-spending tendency via key swapping. We emphasize

that our approach adopts a commitment of the entire private key by computing the

sum prior to its use (as shown in Equations 1 and 2). This is against the backdrop of

the inherent commutativity property of addition.

Figure 6. Key-swapping vulnerability solved by key-commitment approach
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5. Security and protocol analysis

In what follows, we provide proof that attests to the security of the scheme.

Theorem 5.1 (signature correctness). A valid signature that is constructed by

any member from a ring R yields successful verification, whereas an invalid signature

from the same ring fails upon verification.

Proof. Given a verifier that is in possession of the correct public parameters

(L = (N1, ..., Nn) as a public key list, and cryptographic hash function H), signa-
ture verification of the ring signature σ = (I, c1, x1, ..., xn) on transaction t proceeds

with the restoration of the parameters ri and ci for each i from 1 to n and upon

verifying that c1 = H(h||rn). Suppose ri = ciI+x2
i modNi and cg+1 = Hg+1(h||rg) =

Hg+1(h||cgI + x2
g)modNg, where x2

g = ag modNg = rg − cgI modNg exist within the

ring, this yields the following:

cg+1 = Hg+1(h||cgI + rg − cgI mod Ng) = Hg+1(h||rg) (3)

The signature correctness satisfies the following condition:

∀({pi, qi}, Ni,L)← KeyGen ,∀t,Verify(L, t, σ) = 1

Theorem 5.2 (signature uniqueness). A signer generates only one valid signature

on a transaction using the same private public keypair under the same IDevent.

Proof. Given a key image I ′ for the ith user that contains a commitment value k,

the key image is computed per the protocol as I ′ = H(k +Ni + e)
1
2 mod Ni.

Following the scheme’s algorithm, σ = (I ′, c1, x1, ..., xn). At the verification

phase, a randomly selected element ri = ciI
′ + x2

imodNi is restored for each i ∈ [N ],

where n denotes the number of ring members. Any multi-usage of the same σ by A
is detected and discarded if Ii = Ii−1.

Theorem 5.3 (signature linkability). The scheme is linkable under the same

event and is unlinkable otherwise.

Proof. Performing the Setup and KeyGen algorithms, C makes L, IDevent and Ni

to A available. Subsequently, A makes two signature queries to C, and C outputs two

signatures: (σ1, IDevent1 , t1,L1), and (σ2, IDevent2 , t2,L2) as per the scheme. σ1 =

(I1, .) and σ2 = (I2, .) are linkable if I1 = I2, where I1 = H(k1+N1+IDevent1)
1
2modN1

and I2 = H(k2 +N2 + IDevent2)
1
2 modN2. As per the scheme, A must have obtained

the K1 and K2 values (see Equation 1). This also implies that IDevent1 = IDevent2 .

Theorem 5.4 (signature unforgeability). Based on the factorization problem, it

is computationally difficult to generate a valid ring signature without a private key.

Proof. An adversary A who is not in possession of private key (pi, qi) is unable to

solve the instance of factorization problem xg = a
1
2
g mod Ng. If forgery success is

granted, A must still compute a valid ci+1 = Hi+1(h||ciI + x2
i )mod Ni.

Theorem 5.5 (signature ambiguity). Computationally, it is infeasible to

deanonymize the signer given a valid signature.
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Proof. Given a set of n public keys encapsulated in L, the verifier has a negligible

chance of identifying the actual signer. In fact, the probability of a non-ring member

identifying the actual signer is computed as

Pr[Deanonymization] ≤ 1

n+ 1

where n denotes the cardinality of the ring.

6. Implementation and testing

The smart contract (refer to Section 3.1.2) for the framework is written in the So-

lidity language and compiled and tested using Remix IDE – a browser-based tool.

It is then deployed on the Kovan testnet. The address of the contract on the Ko-

van testnet is 0x00ee00443843ff581d081aa181006c27e76cd77b. Furthermore, we de-

velop a decentralized application (DApp) for the framework, making use of front-

end development frameworks and a private blockchain for signature testing. The

entire code for this work has been made publicly available via the GitHub link

https://github.com/JustNETOrgani/modifiedLwRSonPrvBC.

6.1. Implementation details

As inputs, the prospective user of the framework sends NIZKP public parameters P,

R, e, s from DApp’s front end to the smart contract (SC). A successful proof and

transaction execution output a hash of the user’s public key H(P ) and three hashed

public keys; otherwise, the user is alerted to call AwaitResponse( ) at another time

when the hashed public keys that are stored in the contract satisfy a set threshold

(in this case, greater than or equal to 4).

In what follows, we provide two main contract-related methods and omit the

others for brevity.

Algorithm 1: AwaitResponse: Get public keys from smart contract for

awaiting users

Input: P /*User public key*/

Output: Four hashed public keys

1 if user is on awaiting list then

2 if |PubKeyPool| ≥ 4 then

3 emit four hashed public keys

4 change user state to granted public keys

5 else

6 emit Less public keys available

7 end

8 else

9 emit error message

10 end

https://github.com/JustNETOrgani/modifiedLwRSonPrvBC
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Algorithm 2: PartakeInPubKeyPool: Get public keys from smart contract

Input: P, R, e, s /*Params for NIZK proof.*/

Output: Four hashed public keys

1 if sG == R + e.P then

2 if first time calling SC then

3 if |PubKeyPool| ≥ 4 then

4 PubKeyPool.push(H(P ))

5 emit four hashed public keys

6 change user state to granted public keys

7 else

8 Change user state to awaiting

9 emit Call AwaitResponse next time

10 end

11 else

12 emit error message

13 end

14 else

15 emit failed NIZK proof verification

16 end

Given the fact that the original LwRS scheme and the proposed mLwRS are not

compatible with elliptic curves, the resultant signature cannot be implemented on tra-

ditional blockchains like Bitcoin and Ethereum without core protocol modifications.

We therefore implement the scheme on a local blockchain as proof-of-concept using

JavaScript on a Windows 10 computer with 8GB RAM and a 2.9GHz Intel processor.

We provide an overview of our blockchain data structure in Figure 7 that inherits

most of the features of classical blockchains but with the signature component being

our proposed mLwRS.

Figure 7. Data structure of our private blockchain
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Below, we provide an overview of the algorithms regarding our framework.

1. Init(pk)→ IPFS/IPNS hash: the framework is initialized by encrypting the

framework’s public key that uses AES-256 [35] and storing it on the decentral-

ized storage platform interplanetary file system or interplanetary name system

(IPFS/IPNS) [6].

2. GetUserAccount1λ → (sk, Pk): sender acquires private and public key pair on

input security parameter.

3. PartakeInPubKeyPool(params)→ HashedPublicKeys/Await/Reject: on

the aforementioned input NIZKP parameters, the smart contract returns four

hashed public keys or places the user on a wait list if the verification of params

is successful; otherwise, it returns ‘reject.’

4. GetPubKeys(params)→ PubKeyPool/Reject: this algorithm is run to decrypt

and retrieve public keys that are stored on IPFS/IPNS as part of the framework.

It takes the four hashed public keys that were retrieved from the smart contract

as params to output an array of raw public keys (PubKeyPool) if successful;

otherwise, ‘reject.’

5. Sign({pi, qi}, PubKeyPool, t)→ σ: a transaction is signed via mLwRS as shown

in the signature-generation process.

6. sendTransaction(Addr, σ, t):→ TnxReceipt/Reject: the transaction initiator

executes this algorithm after signing the transaction; the inputs are destination

address (Addr), signature σ, and t as the transaction data.

6.2. Testing and validation

We performed the testing by sending a transaction to the PartakeInPubKeyPool

contract method, which in turn triggered other contract methods to produce

deterministic outcomes. The transaction hash from the Kovan testnet was

0x031fb267f1c3a37a54576e12a97bf5b697eb48ee85a9c715faef0c5a1a8b89a6, demon-

strating the practicability of our smart contract (with Figure 8 showing a sample

output from the Kovan testnet).

Figure 8. User gets hashed public keys from contract on Kovan testnet

The four randomly selected hashed public keys that were returned from the

contract were what were used by the signer to retrieve the equivalent decrypted raw

public keys from IPFS/IPNS (as seen in Figure 9) via GetPubKeys to form ad-hoc
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ring members during the construction of mLwRS to produce a signature/verification

output on the local blockchain (as is evident in Figure 10).

Figure 9. Decrypted public keys from IPFS/IPNS corresponding to contract’s output

Figure 10. Transaction signing and verification using mLwRS on local blockchain

7. Evaluation

This section provides a comprehensive evaluation of our proposed scheme.

7.1. Performance evaluation

In Table 1, we measured the performance of our proposed model against the extant

schemes. In all cases, the ring size was denoted by N, S denoted the squaring oper-

ation, E was the exponentiation, and P was the pairing. Notice from Table 1 that,

when compared with the other schemes, our improved scheme had greater efficiency

gains at both the signature-generation and verification phases. Even though the sig-

nature in [10] was sub-linear, it was without the linkability property that our scheme
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enjoyed. Even though our scheme shared same signature-related metrics with [28],

note that our scheme was double-spending resistant (hence, ideal) for blockchain and

particularly cryptocurrency and e-voting use-cases.

Table 1
Comparative analysis of our framework with our schemes

Evaluation Criteria Our results Others Cite

Signature

phase
Sign 2E + 2M +NS

(3 + 4(N − 1))E + (1 + 2N)M [25]

(3 + 2N)E + (2 + 3N)M [12]

(5 + 6
√
N + N+1

3
)E + (6

√
N + 8)M [10]

2E + 2M +NS [28]

Signature

phase
Verify M +NS

(4N)E + 2NM [25]

(4N)E + (3N)M [12]

(6 + 6
√
N)P + (3

√
N + 1)E + (4

√
N + 1)M [10]

M +NS [28]

Signature

size
Size O(N), N + 2

O(N), N + 2 [25]

O(N), 2N + 1 [12]

O(
√
N), 6

√
N + 6 [10]

O(N), N + 2 [28]

Smart

Contract

Public Key storage 32 bytes 64 bytes [30]

User traceability Impossible:Hashed P Possible:Raw P [8, 30,46]

Prob.(p) of wrong P p = 0 due to NIZKP 0 < p ≤ 1 [30]

Gas Cost 214,731
840,000 [30]

8,000,000 [8]

7.2. Privacy

Our solution provides signer indistinguishability due to the signer anonymity/am-

biguity property of mLwRS. An honest verifier or even an adversarial blockchain

analysis for discovering the actual signer results in a probability of less than 1/n,

where n denotes the total number of ring members. Mindful of the global visibility

that characterizes SCs, we store only hashes of the input public keys.

7.3. Security

It is computationally infeasible for an attacker to modify the stored encrypted public

keys in that IPFS returns the hash of the content that is stored. Consequently, it

guarantees data integrity. As a safeguard measure against possible vulnerabilities in

our smart contract, we utilize Oyente [27] – an open-source tool for analyzing smart-

contract code against known bugs. Based on Figure 11, our smart contract was free

from bugs and, therefore, secure since none of the vulnerabilities that were checked

by the auto-auditing tool came out as ‘true.’
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Figure 11. Security report from Oyente

8. Concluding remarks and future works

This work posits a solution that alleviates the privacy concerns of transaction initia-

tors through the use of a privacy-centric zero-knowledge-based smart contract to ac-

quire public keys and subsequently utilize them for generating a modified lightweight

ring signature (mLwRS ) with a stronger key image to withstand a double-spending

attack. A smart contract was implemented and deployed on the Kovan testnet as well

as a private blockchain in order to test the framework. Aside from the efficiency gains

in signature generation and verification, users incur a one-time gas cost of 214,731 for

a smart-contract transaction, making it less costly when compared to extant frame-

works. Future work would be to make the signature size sub-linear and provide privacy

protection for transaction recipients.
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